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QUANTUM GASES

Critical dynamics of spontaneous
symmetry breaking in a
homogeneous Bose gas
Nir Navon,*† Alexander L. Gaunt,† Robert P. Smith, Zoran Hadzibabic
Kibble-Zurek theory models the dynamics of spontaneous symmetry breaking, which plays
an important role in a wide variety of physical contexts, ranging from cosmology to
superconductors. We explored these dynamics in a homogeneous system by thermally
quenching an atomic gas with short-range interactions through the Bose-Einstein phase
transition. Using homodyne matter-wave interferometry to measure first-order correlation
functions, we verified the central quantitative prediction of the Kibble-Zurek theory, namely
the homogeneous-system power-law scaling of the coherence length with the quench rate.
Moreover, we directly confirmed its underlying hypothesis, the freezing of the correlation length
near the transition. Our measurements agree with a beyond-mean-field theory and support
the expectation that the dynamical critical exponent for this universality class is z = 3/2.

C

ontinuous symmetry-breaking phase transitions are ubiquitous, from the cooling of
the early universe to the l transition of superfluid helium. Near a second-order transition, critical long-range fluctuations have
a diverging correlation length x, and details of
the short-range physics are largely unimportant.
Consequently, all systems can be classified into
a small number of universality classes, according
to their generic features such as symmetries, dimensionality, and range of interactions (1). Close
to the critical point, many physical quantities
exhibit power-law behaviors governed by critical
exponents characteristic of a universality class.
Specifically, for a classical phase transition,
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x e jðT −Tc Þ=Tc j−n , where Tc is the critical temperature and n is the (static) correlation-length
critical exponent. Importantly, the corresponding
relaxation time t, needed to establish a diverging
x, also diverges: t e xz , where z is the dynamical
critical exponent (2). An elegant framework for
understanding the implications of this critical
slowing down for the dynamics of symmetry
breaking is provided by the Kibble-Zurek (KZ)
theory (3, 4).
Qualitatively, as T is reduced toward Tc at a
finite rate, beyond some point in time the correlation length can no longer adiabatically follow
its diverging equilibrium value. Consequently, at
time t ¼ tc , the transition occurs without x ever
having reached the size of the whole system. This
results in the formation of finite-sized domains
that display independent choices of the symmetrybreaking order parameter (Fig. 1A). [At the domain
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ve and vh are the average thermal velocities of
electrons and holes, respectively; and h(–x) is the
Heaviside step function. Similar analysis for n-type
is presented in the supplementary materials.
Figure 3 displays the density distributions in
space as a snapshot at t = +20 ps; adding up the
distributions for carriers originating in p-type
(Fig. 3, B and C) and n-type (Fig. 3, E and F)
affords the net carrier density. The net electron
(red) and hole (blue) densities at t = +20 ps (from
Eqs. 1 and 2) in Fig. 3, A and D, are shown as
dotted curves. Taking p-type as an example, electrons with initial velocity toward the junction
are transported to n-type, whereas holes moving
toward the junction face an impassable barrier.
This gating behavior is illustrated in Fig. 3A
(charges initially from p-type) and Fig. 3D (charges
initially from n-type). The net charge separation
leads to localization of electrons on one side and
holes on the other, shown as shaded regions.
This creates a long-range electric field, the potential of which is given in Fig. 4.
The sum of these four images, weighted to
reflect the increased absorption in p-type, is
presented in Fig. 4A. The figure depicts the longrange separation of carriers in agreement with
the experimental observations. Separation due
to the gating effect creates a net carrier distribution localized across the junction. The resultant
Coulomb interactions distort the electric potential landscape as illustrated in Fig. 4B. For comparison, we present an experimental contrast
image (Fig. 4C), which mirrors the net carrier
distribution, and a potential map (Fig. 4D) calculated directly from the experimental data. Comparison between simulation and experiment shows
agreement on the spatial extent of the distortions;
this agreement validates the ballistic expansion
of carriers as the underlying mechanism. The
resulting electric potential, which opposes the
intrinsic built-in junction potential, acts as spatiotemporally isolated “forward bias.” At high fluences, this distortion induces a larger restoring
force, which explains the fluence-dependent recombination rates observed in fig. S11.
Four-dimensional space-time imaging of carrier dynamics at interfaces, using SUEM, has the
potential of unraveling in other complex structures the mechanism of charge transport, with
ultrafast time resolution and nanometer-scale
scanning capability. The unexpected ballistic
carrier velocity (toward the junction) and the
gated localization of charges (at the junction)
are not predicted by the widely accepted driftdiffusion model, and these features may be characteristics of other materials when examined with
the spatiotemporal resolutions of SUEM. At interfaces, the created transient density and electric field are dependent on the optical excitation,
and it should be possible to control the properties of nano-to-micrometer–scale heterojunctions
using the temporal, spatial, and pulse-shape characteristics of applied light fields.
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boundaries, rare long-lived topological defects can
also form (5), their nature and density depending
on the specific physical system.] Such domain
formation was discussed in a cosmological context
and linked to relativistic causality (3), whereas the
connection to laboratory systems, critical slowing
down, and universality classes was made in (4).
The main quantitative prediction of the KZ
theory is that, under some generic assumptions
(5), the average domain size d follows a universal
scaling law. The crucial KZ hypothesis is that in
the nonadiabatic regime close to tc , the correlations remain essentially frozen. Then, for a smooth
temperature quench, the theory predicts
 b
tQ
ð1Þ
d ¼ l0
t0
with the KZ exponent
ð2Þ

where tQ is the quench time defined so that close
to the transition T =Tc ¼ 1 þ ðtc −tÞ=tQ , and l0
and t0 are a system-specific microscopic length
scale and time scale, respectively.
Signatures of KZ physics have been observed in
a wide range of systems, including liquid crystals
(6), liquid helium (7, 8), superconductors (9–11),
atomic Bose-Einstein condensates (BECs) (12–18),
multiferroics (19), and trapped ions (20–22). However, despite this intense activity, a direct quantitative comparison with Eqs. 1 and 2 has remained
elusive; some common complications include system inhomogeneity, modified statistics of lowprobability defects, and uncertainties over the
nature of the transition being crossed [for a recent review, see (5)]. In this work, we studied the
dynamics of spontaneous symmetry breaking in
a homogeneous atomic Bose gas, which is in the
same universality class as the three-dimensional
(3D) superfluid 4He. For this class, mean-field
(MF) theory predicts n ¼ 1=2 and z ¼ 2, giving
b ¼ 1=4, whereas a beyond-MF dynamical critical theory, the so-called F model (2), gives n ≈ 2=3
and z ¼ 3=2, so b ≈ 1=3. We prepared a homogeneous Bose gas by loading 3 × 105 87Rb atoms
into a cylindrical optical-box trap (23) of length L ≈
26 mm along the horizontal x axis and radius R ≈
17 mm. Initially, T ≈ 170 nK, corresponding to
T =Tc ≈ 2. We then evaporatively cooled the gas
by lowering the trap depth, crossed Tc ≈ 70 nK
with 2 × 105 atoms, and had 105 atoms at T ≲ 10 nK
(T =Tc ≲ 0:2). In our system, l0 is expected to be
set by the thermal wavelength at the critical point,
lc ≈ 0:7 mm, and t0 by the elastic scattering time
tel (13, 24); for our parameters, a classical estimate
gives tel ≈ 30 ms.
Qualitatively, random phase inhomogeneities
in rapidly quenched clouds are revealed in timeof-flight (TOF) expansion as density inhomogeneities (14, 25), such as shown in Fig. 1B (here
the gas was cooled to T << Tc in 1 s). In our finitesized box, we can also produce essentially pure
and fully coherent (single-domain) BECs, by cooling the gas slowly (over ≳5 s). In TOF, such a
BEC develops the characteristic diamond shape
(26) seen in Fig. 1C.
168
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g1 ðr, r′Þº〈 Y † ðrÞ Yðr′Þ〉
^

^

ð3Þ

^

where YðrÞ is the Bose field. Our method (Fig. 2A)
is inspired by (27). We use a short (0.1 ms) Braggdiffraction light pulse to create a small copy of
the cloud (containing ≈5% of the atoms) moving
along the x axis with recoil velocity vr ≈ 3 mm/s
(26). A second identical pulse is applied a time Dt
later, when the two copies are shifted by x ¼ vr Dt
and for x < L still partially overlap. This results
in interference of the two displaced copies of the
cloud in the overlap region of length L−x. After
the second Bragg pulse, the fraction of diffracted
atoms (for x < L) is (28)
i

Nr 1 h
x
¼ 1þ 1 −
g1 ðxÞ sin2 q
N
2
L

ð4Þ

where g1 ðxÞ ≡ Re½g1 ðr,r þ x x^ Þ is the correlation function corresponding to periodic boundary conditions and normalized so that g1 ð0Þ ¼ 1,
and q is the area of each Bragg pulse (in our case
q ≈ p=7). Allowing the recoiling atoms to fully
separate from the main cloud (in 140 ms of TOF)
and counting Nr and N , we directly measured
G1 ðxÞ ≡ ð1 − x=LÞg1 ðxÞ, with a spatial resolution
of ≈0:7 mm. Our resolution was limited by the
duration of the Bragg pulses and the (inverse)
recoil momentum; we experimentally assessed it
by measuring G1 in a thermal cloud with a thermal wavelength <0.5 mm.
In Fig. 2B we show examples of G1 ðxÞ functions measured in equilibrium (blue) and after a
quench (red). In an essentially pure equilibrium
BEC (prepared slowly, as for Fig. 1C), g1 ðxÞ ¼ 1

and G1 ðxÞ is simply given by the triangular function 1 − x=L (dark blue solid line). In equilibrium
at T =Tc ≈ 0:7, we see a fast initial decay of G1 ,
reflecting the significant thermal fraction. However, importantly, the coherence still spans the
whole system, with the slope of the long-ranged
part of G1 giving the condensed fraction (light
blue line is a guide to the eye). By comparison, the
G1 functions for quenched clouds clearly have no
equilibrium interpretation. Here T =Tc ≈ 0:2, corresponding to a phase space density >25, and yet
coherence extends over only a small fraction of L.
These data are fitted well by g1 ºexpð−x=‘Þ (red
lines), which provides a simple and robust way to
extract the coherence length. This exponential
form is further supported by a 1D calculation
shown in the inset of Fig. 2B. Here we generated
a wave function with a fixed number of domains
D, randomly positioning the domain walls and
assigning each domain a random phase. Averaging over many realizations, we obtained g1 ðxÞ
that is fitted very well by an exponential with
‘ ¼ L=D ¼ d. (In our 3D experiments, the total
number of domains was eD3 and g1 ðxÞ was effectively averaged over e D2 1D distributions.)
We now turn to a quantitative study of ‘ for
different quench protocols (Fig. 3). For the KZ
scaling law of Eqs. 1 and 2 to hold, a crucial assumption is that the correlation length is essentially frozen in time near tc. Specifically, for nz ¼ 1,
which in our case holds for both MF theory and
the F model, the freeze-out time of ‘ for t > tc is
expected to be (4)
pﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
^
t ¼ f tQ t0 ,
ð5Þ
where f is a dimensionless number of order unity.
Although intuitively appealing, this assumption is
in principle only approximative, and the dynamics

Fig. 1. Domain formation
during spontaneous
symmetry breaking in a
homogeneous Bose gas.
(A) Red points depict
thermal atoms and blue
areas coherent domains,
in which the Uð1Þ gauge
symmetry is spontaneously broken. The arrows
indicate the independently
d
chosen condensate phase
at different points in
space, and dashed lines
delineate domains over
which the phase is
approximately constant.
The average size d of the
domains formed at the
critical point depends on
100 µm
the cooling rate. Further
cooling can increase the
0
2
optical density
population of each
domain before the domain boundaries evolve. (B) Phase inhomogeneities in a deeply degenerate gas are
revealed in TOF expansion as density inhomogeneities. Shown are three realizations of cooling the gas in 1 s
from T ≈ 170 nK, through T c ≈ 70 nK, to ≲10 nK. Each realization of the experiment results in a different
pattern, and averaging over many images results in a smooth, featureless distribution. (C) Preparing a
T ≲ 10 nK gas more slowly (over 5 s) results in an essentially pure BEC with a spatially uniform phase.
sciencemag.org SCIENCE
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n
b¼
1 þ nz

To quantitatively study the coherence of our
clouds, we probed the first-order two-point correlation function
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temperature (as determined from the thermal
wings in TOF) is well defined during the quench
(30), and to a good approximation tQ is simply
proportional to tQ . (For tQ < 0:2 s, the evaporation is less efficient and the cooling trajectories
are no longer self-similar.)
In Fig. 3B we plot ‘ versus tQ , measured using
QP1 (blue points). For tQ ≤1 s, we observed a slow
power-law growth of ‘, in good agreement with
the expected KZ scaling (blue shaded area). However, for longer tQ , this scaling breaks down and ‘
grows faster, quickly approaching the system size.
Importantly, this breakdown can also be fully
understood within the KZ framework. We note
that the time between crossing Tc and the end of
cooling is tQ − tc ≈ 0:28 tQ ºtQ , whereas the
pﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ pﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
KZ freeze-out time is ^t º tQ º tQ , so for slow
enough quenches, tQ − tc inevitably exceeds ^t .
Hence, although it may be impossible to adiabatically cross Tc , in practice the system can
unfreeze and heal significantly before it is observed (31). From the point where the KZ scaling breaks down in Fig. 3B, tQbr ≈1 s, we posit that

for tQ ¼ tQbr, we have t^ ≈ 0:28 tQbr q
and
hence,
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
from Eq. 5, more generally ^t ≈ 0:28 tQ tQbr .
To verify this picture, we employed a second
quench protocol (QP2), which involved two cooling steps, as shown by the orange points in the
bottom panel of Fig. 3A. We initially followed the
QP1 trajectory for a given tQ , but then at a variable “kink” time tk ≳ tc , we accelerated the cooling;
the last part of the trajectory always corresponds
to the final portion of our fastest, 0.2-s cooling
trajectory. This way, even for tQ > tQbr we can complete the cooling and measure g1 before the system
has time to unfreeze.
In Fig. 3C, the orange points show the QP2
measurements of ‘ for tQ ¼ 3:2 s and various
values of the kink position tk =tQ . These data reveal two notable facts. First, for a broad range of
tk values, ‘ is indeed constant (within errors),
and the width of this plateau agrees with our estimate t^ ≈ 0:5 s for tQ ¼ 3:2 s, indicated by the
horizontal arrow. Second, the value of ‘ within
the plateau region falls in line with the KZ scaling
law in Fig. 3B. We also show analogous QP2

Fig. 2. Two-point correlation functions in equilibrium and quenched
gases. (A) Homodyne interferometric scheme. The first Bragg-diffraction
pulse (q) creates a superposition of a stationary cloud and its copy moving
with a center-of-mass velocity vr. After a time Dt, a second pulse is applied. In
the region where the two copies of the cloud displaced by x ¼ vr Dt overlap,
the final density of the diffracted atoms depends on the relative phase of the

overlapping domains; g1 ðxÞ is deduced from the diffracted fraction Nr =N (see
text). (B) Correlation function G1 ðxÞ ¼ ð1 − x=LÞg1 ðxÞ measured in equilibrium
(blue) and after a quench (red) for, respectively, two different T=T c values and
two different quench times. (Inset) 1D calculation of G1 for a fragmented BEC
containing D ¼ 10 (red) and 20 (light red) domains of random sizes and
phases. The solid lines correspond to g1 ¼ expð−xD=LÞ.

Fig. 3. KZ scaling and freeze-out hypothesis. (A) Quench protocols. The
self-similar QP1 trajectories are shown in blue for total cooling time
tQ ¼ 0:2 s (upper panel) and 3:2 s (lower panel). We use polynomial fits to
the data (solid lines) to deduce tc and tQ . QP2 is shown in the lower panel
by the orange points, with the kink at tk ¼ 0:85 tQ . (B) Coherence length ℓ
as a function of tQ . Blue points correspond to QP1. The shaded blue area
shows power-law fits with 1=4 < b < 1=3 to the data with tQ ≤ tbr
Q ¼ 1 s. The

horizontal dotted line indicates our instrumental resolution. (C) Coherence length ℓ measured following QP2, as a function of tk =tQ, for tQ ¼ 3:2 s
(orange), 0:7 s (green), and 0:3 s (purple). The shaded areas correspond
to the essentially constant ℓ (and its uncertainty) in the freeze-out period
^
tk − tc < t. (For tQ < tbr
Q the system never unfreezes.) The (average) ℓ
values within these plateaus are shown in their respective colors as diamonds in (B).
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of the system coarsening (i.e., merging of the
domains) at times t > tc is still a subject of theoretical work (29). Practically, a crucial question is
when one should measure ‘ in order to verify the
universal KZ scaling. We resolved these issues by
using two different quench protocols outlined in
Fig. 3A, which allow us both to observe the KZ
scaling and to directly verify the freeze-out hypothesis, without an a priori knowledge of the exact values of f and t0 .
In the first quench protocol (QP1), we followed
cooling trajectories such as shown in Fig. 3A
and varied only the total cooling time tQ . We restricted tQ to values between 0:2 and 3:5 s, for
which we observed that the cooling curves were
self-similar (as seen in Fig. 3A). We always crossed
Tc ¼ 70ð10Þ nK at tc ¼ 0:72ð5ÞtQ (vertical dashed
line) and always had the same atom number
(within T20%) at the end of cooling. The selfsimilarity of the measured cooling trajectories
and the essentially constant evaporation efficiency indicate that for this range of tQ values,
the system is always sufficiently thermalized, the
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periments, xG ≈ 0:8 mm and the freeze-out values of ‘ are systematically higher. However, with
use of a Feshbach resonance, the opposite regime should be within reach. Another interesting
study could focus on the dynamics of domain
coarsening. Finally, our methods could potentially be extended to studies of higher-order correlation functions and the full statistics of the
domain sizes.

(µm)

2.0

1.0
0.1

0.4

1.6

τQ (s)

measurements for tQ ¼ 0:7 s (green) and 0:3 s
(purple); in these cases, tQ < tQbr , so t^ is longer
than tQ − tc , the system never unfreezes, and
thus the acceleration of the cooling has no effect
on ‘. These results provide direct support for the
KZ freeze-out hypothesis.
To accurately determine the KZ exponent b,
we made extensive measurements following QP2,
extracting ‘ from the plateaued regions of width
min½t^; tQ −tc , as in Fig. 3C. In Fig. 4, we combine
these data with the QP1 measurements for tQ ≤1 s,
and plot ‘ versus tQ . The plotted values of tQ and
their uncertainties include the small systematic
variation of the derivative of our cooling trajectory between tc and tc − t^. We finally obtain
b ¼ 0:35ð4Þ, which strongly favors the F-model
prediction b ≈ 1=3 over the MF value b ¼ 1=4 (32).
Having observed excellent agreement with
the KZ theory, we discuss the implications of
our measurements for the critical exponents of
the interacting BEC phase transition, which is
in the same universality class as the l transition
of 4He. Whereas n ≈ 0:67 has been measured in
both liquid helium [see (33)] and atomic gases
(34), the dynamical exponent z has presented a
challenge to experiments [see (2, 35)]. Using the
well-established n ¼ 0:67 and Eq. 2, we obtain
z ¼ 1:4ð4Þ. In contrast, MF theory does not
provide a self-consistent interpretation of our
results, as fixing n ¼ 1=2 yields an inconsistent
z ¼ 0:9ð4Þ. Interestingly, if we instead fix nz ¼ 1,
which holds at both the MF and F-model levels,
from Eq. 2 we obtain a slightly more precise
z ¼ 1:4ð2Þ and also recover n ¼ 0:70ð8Þ.
It would be interesting to study the effect of
tunable interactions in a homogeneous atomic
gas on the value of b. According to the Ginzburg
criterion, near thepcritical
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ point, MF breaks down
for x ≳ xG ¼ l2c =ð 128p2 aÞ, where a is the s-wave
scattering length. It is tempting to combine the
(dynamical) KZ and (equilibrium) Ginzburg arguments and speculate that one should observe
the MF value of b if on approach to Tc the KZ
freeze-out occurs before MF breaks down, and
the F value of b if the reverse is true. In our ex170
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GUT MICROBIOTA

Antimicrobial peptide resistance
mediates resilience of prominent gut
commensals during inflammation
T. W. Cullen,1,2 W. B. Schofield,1,2 N. A. Barry,1,2 E. E. Putnam,1,2 E. A. Rundell,1
M. S. Trent,3 P. H. Degnan,4 C. J. Booth,5 H. Yu,6 A. L. Goodman1,2*
Resilience to host inflammation and other perturbations is a fundamental property of
gut microbial communities, yet the underlying mechanisms are not well understood.
We have found that human gut microbes from all dominant phyla are resistant to high
levels of inflammation-associated antimicrobial peptides (AMPs) and have identified a
mechanism for lipopolysaccharide (LPS) modification in the phylum Bacteroidetes that
increases AMP resistance by four orders of magnitude. Bacteroides thetaiotaomicron
mutants that fail to remove a single phosphate group from their LPS were displaced from
the microbiota during inflammation triggered by pathogen infection. These findings
establish a mechanism that determines the stability of prominent members of a healthy
microbiota during perturbation.

H

uman gut microbial communities reside
in an open ecosystem subject to disruptions ranging from dietary change to toxin
exposure and pathogen invasion. Many of
these perturbations, and functional disor-

ders such as irritable bowel syndrome, are accompanied by nonspecific immune responses that
disrupt community structure and function (1, 2).
Host inflammatory mechanisms to remove harmful organisms and restrict bacteria to the lumen
sciencemag.org SCIENCE
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Fig. 4. Critical exponents of the interacting BEC
transition. Orange circles and diamonds show ℓ values obtained using QP2, as in Fig. 3C; the diamonds
show the same three data points as in Fig. 3B. Blue
circles show the same QP1 data, with tQ ≤ 1 s as
in Fig. 3B. We obtained b ¼ 0:35ð4Þ (solid line), in
agreement with the F-model prediction b ≈ 1=3,
corresponding to n ≈ 2=3 and z ¼ 3=2, and excluding the mean-field value b ¼ 1=4.
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Breaking the symmetry in an atomic gas
Cooling a physical system through a phase transition typically makes it less symmetrical. If the cooling is done
very slowly, this symmetry change is uniform throughout the system. For a faster cooling process, the system breaks up
into domains: The faster the cooling, the smaller the domains. Navon et al. studied this process in an ultracold gas of Rb
atoms near its transition to a condensed state (see the Perspective by Ferrari). The authors found that the size of the
domains froze in time in the vicinity of the transition and that it depended on the cooling speed, as predicted by theory.
Science, this issue p. 167; see also p. 127

